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Editorial Note
Greetings to you!!
The Editorial Board is pleased to present to you the second edition of MGM college magazine
“Gregorian”. It’s a great pleasure and honour to bring out this issue retaining its objectives to record
the events that have taken place during the annual year and also to highlight the achievements of
every Gregorian. We have for you, a wide range of poetry, sketches and some inspirational articles
from the student population.
The team is ever grateful to Fr. Dr. Shibu Varghese (Principal), Mrs. Durga Malakar (Vice
Principal) and the faculties of the college, without whom this magazine would not have conceived.
Our hearty “Thank you” to all the designers, photographer and well-wishers as well. The team hopes
that you have an amazing time going through “Gregorian”.
Enjoy!!

Miss Diethonino Seyie
Assistant Professor
Department of English
Editorial Board members
Faculty
1. Mrs. Nimmi Varghese
2. Mrs. Wangshila
3. Miss Diethonino Seyie
4. Miss Kikainla Yaden
5. Miss Mariam
Students
1. Adigwang, B.A. 4th Semester
2. Rachel, B.A. 4th Semester
3. Vikehenuo, B.A. 4th Semester
4. Limatula Jamir, B.A. 4th Semester
5. Toshi R. B.A. 2nd Semester
6. Wepezo, B.A. 2nd Semester
7. Jeojenlong, B.A. 2nd Semester
8. Christine Murry, B.A. 2nd Semester
9. Eyingi, B.A. 2nd Semester
10. Sashimongla, B.A. 2nd Semester
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P.B. Acharya
Governor of Nagaland

Raj Bhavan
Kohima - 797001

Message

It gives me immense joy to learn that M.G.M. College is going to publish the second issue of the
College Magazine ‘Gregorian’.
A college Magazine is a window to the activities of the college and I am sure the magazine will provide an opportunity to the students to showcase their literary talents, share their views and develop their
self confidence and enhance their interest in writing and reading. It also brightens their intellectual and
creative abilities and develops taste for Art and Literature.
Education not only empowers but also promotes greater participation. The power of a well educated
majority in the long run will be able to bring about an evolved strong society and a strong Nation. It opens
up the possibility of greater participation and democratic changes.
Securing top positions in academics is not the end but the beginning of a journey to realize one’s
full potential in life. Our goals should be achievable, realistic, specific and testable. Our empowerment
by knowledge should not be self-centred, we have greater responsibility towards the society and we are
responsible for its development.
Our institutions should be the ‘Game Changer’ and socially accountable. Our students, when they
come out, must be an asset to the family, our village and society and be employable, create wealth out of
our natural resources and make Nagaland a Golden Nagaland.
When you pass out from the college, you will enter a world which is competitive. Therefore, face the
situation with determination to achieve your goals and to make India strong, prosperous and peaceful.
I convey my greetings to all students, Faculty Members and Administrative Staff of M.G.M. College,
Dimapur and wish them all success.

P.B. Acharya
Tel: +91-370-2242881 (O) +91-370-2242898 (Fax) email: rajbhavankohima@nic.in
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Principal’s Message

With much joy and gratitude we would like to bring out the second
issue of ‘THE GREGORIAN’, annual magazine of MGM College, Dimapur.
I congratulate the editorial board for their relentless work to bring out this
beautiful magazine on time. Also I appreciate all the students and faculty
members for their valuable contributions.
As the head of the institution I would like to pen down few lines for
the readers. Education has to awaken the hidden faculties of an individual.
This awakening is an essential process of Holistic approach of education and
is the mantra behind MGM group of Institutions. Education not only mould
generations, but also transforms the society in a profound way. Many parents of
modern era are curious about an alternative and mainstream education. Here
we need to bridge the gap between the present educational system and ancient
educational system by developing a view on Holistic educational system.
In, 2020, our first batch of students will be appearing University
examination. So, it’s my pleasure to wish them a bright future. Also we would
like to hear the success stories. I wish happy new year and the blessings of
Almighty to everyone.

Rev. Fr. Dr. Shibu Varghese
Principal
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From the desk of
Vice Principal

At this juncture I gratefully acknowledge the fact that
M.G.M. College has completed its second year which could
be possible only due to the dedicated service of each member
of this institution .
I am pleased to acknowledge that M.G.M. College lays
stress not only on “academic excellence but also in character
formation”. It motivates the students to always aim high and
cultivate core values.
I foresee a better future of the pupils in this institution
and with the co-operation of every member of the institution
we can take our institution to a great height. I wish all the very
best to our team, our magazine committee and our students.
Let us bring the difference.
Jai Hind

Mrs. Durga Malakar
Vice-Principal.
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Students Representative’s Message

It’s a privilege to be a part of the Gregorian family.
MGM has provided a platform to learn both mentally
and physically. The educational environment of our
college is open to growth and learning. It has build
our foundation and helped us learn our individual self
first and encouraged us to find our interest and needs.
It is a wonderful opportunity to grow together and
stand in unity while we strive for higher grounds.
Idimchu Pame
B.A. 4th Semester
Political Science Hons.
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annual report for the year 2018-2019
M.G.M. College was established in the year 2017 as a degree arts college. We are in the 3rd year of its
journey towards excellence. I feel proud to announce that we have successfully completed two years and
today we are celebrating the 3rd Fresher’s Day. Our vision is to impart quality education and enhance all
round holistic development of the students, ie body, mind and spirit.
‘GREGORIAN’ our annual magazine, explains the various activities and achievements of our institutions
last academic year (2018-19). Very proudly we are releasing the 2nd edition of our college magazine. It
gives me immense pleasure to present before you the annual report for the Academic session 2018-19.
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The total enrolment of the college is 153. The 1st batch began with only 45 students, now they are in
5th semester with 35 students. Second batch enrolment was 68, now they have reached 3rd semester
with 64 students and in the first semester we have 54 students.
On 15th may 2018 N.U. inspection for extension of provisional affiliation was done. The team
comprises of Dr.Rosemary Dzuvichu, Associate Prof, Dept. of English, Merima campus, Dr .Tiatoshi
Jamir, Assoc Prof, Dept. of History & Archaeology, N.U.Merima Campus, Dr.Limala, Asst.Prof, Dept.
of Education, N.U.Meriema Campus. I am very glad to inform that we also have received renewal of
affiliation for the year 2019-20.
A tobacco awareness program was held on 31st may 2018.
Eco club of M.G.M. college celebrated the world environment day on 5th June 2018 under the theme
’Beat Plastic Pollution’.
An orientation was conducted for the B A 1st semester students on 6th June 2018.
On 6th June, 2018 MGM college council students attended fresher’s day at Unity College and
Immanuel College.
4th International Yoga day was observed by M.G.M. and YMC College together at M.G.M. college
auditorium demonstrated by Patanjali Staff, Dimapur, an orientation was also given by Mrs.Rita Devi
of Patanjali centre.
Four students along with a faculty participated in the 4th International Yoga day celebrations at Raj
Bhavan Kohima.
On 29th June, 2018, our students participated at Pranabananda Women’s college literary program.
M.G.M. College welcomed its 2nd batch and celebrated the 2nd Fresher’s Day on 5th July 2018.
Ms.Christine Murry was crowned Miss Fresher and Mr Wepezo Mero as Mr. Fresher of 2018.
On July 11 Fr.Dr. Shibu Varghese attended the 5th Annual cum Fresher’s Day of YMC college.
Evangelical Union along with the Principal visited Ebenezer orphanage home on10th July and
distributed study materials and provided lunch to the children of Ebenezer home.
Fr.Dr. Shibu Varghese, Principal M.G.M. College attended the Nagaland College Principals(NCP),
annual Conference Cum Seminar under the theme ‘NAAC Methodology and Assessment’ at Sazolie
College, Jotsoma on 13th July.
A student and faculty orientation programme was held on 4th July at the college auditorium where
Dr.R.K. Behera Dean of Patkai college was invited as the resource person.
Assistant professor of sociology Ms. Washimongla & Ms.Kikainla, Librarian, along with the students
of 4th semester participated in a literary event organised by Immanuel College on 13th August.
Teacher’s day was celebrated at the college on 5th September.
Employability Enactment Program was conducted on 13th September by NIIT Dimapur centre where
Mr. Subhasish Sarkar, Territory Manager–East Networks NIIT Ltd was the resource person.
Swacchta Pachwada was observed on 1st September. A mass oath taking ceremony was held at the
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college followed by a cleanliness drive for 15 days. Dustbins were distributed and awareness on
Swacchta was given to the local people.
United Nations University for Global Peace (UNUGP- accredited by UN) conducted an International
seminar cum convocation at Kolkata Science City auditorium on 22/9/18 on the topic ‘Establishing
Global Peace’ where Fr. Shibu Varghese, Principal MGM College, Dimapur, participated from
Nagaland. He also presented a paper on “Peace and Reconciliation in Community life”. He was
awarded with Golden award of Human Excellence (for the excellence contribution in establishing
Global Peace and to contribute towards the Global Society and Global Family of God to build up a
Peace loving, peace living and peace practicing transformed community world wide., to serve the
humanity beyond all boundaries, Ultimately to serve God).
Based on the recommendations of Academy of University of Global Peace (AGUP, USA) World
Achievers Foundation, Kolkata, honoured him with “World Peace Excellence award-2018”.
During the first Asia Pacific convocation ceremony of United Nations University for Global Peace
(UNUGP) held at Kolkata Science City auditorium, Fr.Shibu Varghese was conferred Doctor of
Philosophy (PhD) degree - Specialization in Peace Education by His Eminence Rev. Dr. Madhu
Krishan, Rector and Chairman of the University.
Gandhi Jayanti was celebrated on 2nd October followed by a peace rally to highlight Gandhian
Philosophy.
Fr. Dr Sebastian former HoD of English department Nagaland University conducted a motivational
class for 2nd & 4th semester students.
Literary day was organised by the English department under the theme ‘Creativity Never Ends’.
Annual Sports meet was held from 5th-7th December under the guidance of Mr.Tajuddin, Mr.Karan
Dholi sports secretary, Ms. Vikehenuo Sothu Asst. Sports Secretary.
Advent Christmas was celebrated at the college on 11th December.
Students of B. A 4th & B.A 2nd semesters along with the principal, Vice principal and faculty members
attended the 1st global compact network India ‘North East Summit’ under the theme “Development of
North East through pioneer of entrepreneurship” on 21th & 22nd December at Niathu Resort.
Our students participated at the ICFAI University and bagged 2nd position in mobile short film
competition on 7th & 8th February.
Four participants along with a faculty member met with an accident while they were on their way to
Meriema to participate in zoom max 2019. MGM Family lost beloved student Ms. Priyanka Ganta.
A cheque of 2 lakhs was donated to the family by the college authorities from St. Thomas Mission
Society on 21st February during the memorial service conducted at Lions club auditorium, Dimapur.
Fr.Dr. Shibu Varghese, Principal attended a National Seminar at Ahmedabad, Gujarat, from 9-11th
March, 2019, organized by Association of Indian College Principals 20th National Conference,
under the theme ‘Global Trends in Higher Education’. Presented paper on “Gandhian Philosophy on
Education and the present Education System”.
EU of MGM College and YMC College organised a prayer service on 7th march.
A book fair was organised at the college premises on 11th & 12th march.
Students of 4th semester organised a cleanliness drive on 12th march.
A youth camp was organised by NEISSAR at the holy cross auditorium on 12th march where 11
students along with 2 faculty members participated for the same.
12 students along with 2 faculty members attended ‘Annual Youth Knit’ 2019 on 23rd march organized
by North East Institute of Social Sciences and Research on the topic ‘Challenges of educated youth
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and the way forward ‘.
Students of MGM College along with 2 faculty members attended an interactive session organized by
Maulana Abul Kalam Azad Institute of Asian Studies in collaboration with Women’s College on 27th
April .
Mrs. Durga Malakar Vice Principal attended a seminar on Domestic Violence at the North East
Christian University.
Two faculties from the English department along with 5 students attended a programme at Holy Cross
Hr Sec School conducted by Team Better Dimapur.
The Indo Global Multidisciplinary Educational Conference (IGMEC2019) was held at Bangkok,
Thailand from June 1st to 4th. The conference was hosted by International Benevolent Research
Foundation (IBRF),in association with Confederation of Indian Universities (CIU), New Delhi,
Commonwealth society for innovation and research along with Commonwealth vocational university,
Tonga, to provide a global platform for academicians, researchers, practitioners and policy makers.
From Nagaland Rev. Fr. Dr. Shibu Varghese, Principal of MGM College, Dimapur and Mrs. Nimmi
Varghese, Dept.of Education, MGM College, participated and presented papers on ‘Ancient Indian
Education system and Gandhian precepts of Holistic education’ and ‘Women’s empowerment in India
with Gandhian perspective’. Later the duos were awarded with Indo Global Education Excellence
Award-2019, for their outstanding contributions to education and for their innovative ideas in higher
secondary and Higher Education. In the three day multidisciplinary conference more than 30 papers
were presented and the same were published as a ‘Book of Abstracts and Full papers’ during the
conference.
World Environment Day was celebrated on 5th June at the college campus.
Dr. Rose Mary HoD English department and Dr. Buno Dzuvichu from Education department visited
the college on 8th of June 2019.
5 students attended the World Environment Day programme organized by Wild Life Dimapur,
Government of Nagaland at Public College of Commerce.
Orientation programme for B.A 1st Semester was held on 10th June by Dr.R.K Behera.
I take this opportunity to thank all the teaching and non teaching staff who have join hands and
contributed in whatever we have achieved so far. I am very delighted that the editorial board have
shown zeal and zest in making the 2nd edition of the college magazine ‘Gregorian 2019’ –A dream
come true. I congratulate the editorial board for taking the pains in bringing out the magazine.
I extend my heartiest Welcome to the new faculty members of this college. I also take this opportunity
to welcome the freshers and wish them very best for achieving desired goals and the senior students
to bring academic excellence in their future endeavours.
JAI HIND
Fr. Dr. Shibu Varghese
Principal
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Teaching Staff

Non Teaching Staff

Peon, Driver & Security Guard

Office Assistant
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Freshers’ Meet

Mr. & Miss Fresher 2017
Karan & Naina

Mr. & Miss Fresher 2018
Wepezo & Christine
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Mr. & Miss Fresher 2019
Anoto & Elilo
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College Activities : Sports Week 2018

Overall Champion: Yellow House
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Environment Day

Swachhata Pakhwada
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World No Tobacco day

International Yoga day

Advent Christmas
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Department of SOCIOLOGY
CAREERS IN SOCIOLOGY

ociology is a social science concerned with
the study of society and human behavior
and relationships. It uses empirical investigation
and critical analysis to understand social
order, problems and changes within society,
organizations and networks. Sociology’s subject
matter is diverse ranging from crime to religion,
from family to state, from the divisions of race
and social class to the shared beliefs of a common
culture, and from social stability to radical changes
in whole societies.
Sociology is an exciting and illuminating field
of study that analyses and explains important
matters in our personal lives, our communities
and the world. Students who have been well
trained in sociology knows how to think critically
about human social life, how to evaluate and
communicate clearly, creatively and effectively.
These are all abilities of tremendous value in a wide
variety of vocational callings and professions. A
sociology degree will analyze and explore human
behavior across different societies, usually from a
global perspective.
To choose the best possible career and considering

one’s other skills, interests and value and according
to the analytical and research skills acquired
during a Sociology degree, graduates can apply
these skills across a wide range of careers:
1. Counselling and Therapy
2. Human Resources Representative
3. Policy Analyst
4. Social worker
5. Survey researcher
6. Community services (includes non-profit
agencies, urban planning, child care,
community development, environmental
groups, advocacy and so on)
7. Higher Education
8. Health services (Family planning, substance
abuse education, rehabilitation counseling,
etc)
9. Business (Public relations, consumers
research, training, entrepreneurship, etc)
10. Social services (Rehabilitation, youth and
elderly services, social work, local, state and
federal agencies)
The above mentioned are few options selected
from a diverse range of options to choose from.

DEPARTMENTAL REPORT (2018-19)
The department of sociology admitted 12 honours and 24 general students for
the year 2018-19. Overall, the department has 12 honours and 24 general students
from B.A 1st year and 6 honours and 13 general students from B.A 2nd year along with
one faculty member. The department has been rigorously enhancing the students with
hands on knowledge, regular class work assessment and evaluation as well as field
works to hone their research skills and knowledge. The sociology program provides
students with critical thinking skills and knowledge of society, groups and social
relationships to prepare them to be better informed individuals and to take advantage
of employment opportunities where analytic knowledge of the social world is valued.
Ms. Washimongla Jamir
Assistant Professor
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Department of English
Literature as an instrument of change

iterature is one way to unearth the treasures of a
nation that lay buried and dormant. It unlocks the
culture of the time period which allows the readers
to ponder on the wisdom of life that comes with the
literature of that period through stories, folk tales and
classical works by great authors. Literature helps transcend the barriers of time, geography and enlightens
us on the history, socio-economic and cultural background of the different periods and ages.
Beyond that, Literature helps us get profound insights into the psychological state of mind of a man
because they convey emotions like anger, distress,
sorrow, joy and the like. It is realistic because Literature is about life. Many great works of legendary
writers and authors are an expression of life because
they base their works on their life’s experiences. As
one of its chief aim, Literature helps to explore what
it means to be human and effectively expresses our
feelings and emotions and understands the complications that exists in a relationship. When we read the
works of authors like Charles Dickens’ ‘Little Dorrit’, we discern it as a work of satire on the prevailing political and social problem of the 18th century
‘Hard Times’ specifically target the social problems
like poverty, conditions in factories , plight of child
labour , violence against women, rising criminality,
corruption and the like. These problems are very real
and pertinent. William makepeace Thackeray’s ‘ Vanity Fair ‘ is a biting satire on the corruption and social
climbing that existed in its day. “Look Back in Anger”
by John Osborne is a genuine drama about real events
and people. “Jimmy” the symbol of youth in the post
atomic world and his anger authentically voices the
frustration and disillusionment of war. As regards to
the conscience of man, we remember Shakespeare’s
great tragedy ‘ Macbeth’. The play is a psychoana-

lytical explanation of the main protagonist who is
driven and deceived by his own ambition.
Literature is thus a powerful tool which helps
broaden our mind to the existence of a medley of subject matters that covers a wide range of social, political and economic spheres and spills onto the field of
psychological analysis of a human mind.
When we look at the contemporary works by
many well known Naga writers in our context, we can
see a recurrence of themes that reflects on the social,
cultural and political milieu of the age we live in. Dr.
Temsula Ao in her book ‘On being a Naga: Essays’,
ponders on the urgent need to search for historical
roots which define the identity of a Naga. This is also
reflected in Dr. Easterine Kire’s key note address at
a seminar when she said that colonization by the British and Indian forces has mentally affected the Nagas
who define themselves by the identity given to them.
‘Barbaric head hunters’ being one of them according
to the writer, which is eventually accepted and woven
into the very fabric of the Naga identity.
Such works by these eminent writers enlightens the people to reflect on the prevailing issues and
eventually changes the mindset and outlook of the
people. This ultimately has an impact on the perception of the outsiders towards that society. Such is the
influence of Literature. The purpose of Literature is
not limited to accessing knowledge but also to explore
the present to connect to the possible future.
Literature depends on the spirit of its culture.
Therefore one need to listen to the voices of the past
which is the rich heritage that lay unexplored and work
with the present. A literature student will not have fulfilled the purpose of taking up this subject if he does not
think in terms of accessing the rich heritage and contributing back to the society he lives in.

DEPARTMENTAL REPORT (2018-19)
The Department of English has 3 faculties, 9 students in the 2nd semester and 4 students in
the 4th Semester presently. With the aim of enhancing the talents and hidden potential in each
individual outside the four walls of their classroom, the department had organized Literary Day on
4th December 2018. Many activities like extempore speech, debate, story writing play enactment
etc. were conducted which gave platform to the students to explore their inherent talents apart
from the usual assignments, presentations and class tests. The department hopes to organize other
activities like exchange classes, role play etc. in the upcoming semesters.
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Department of Education
MENTAL HEALTH CHALLENGE
We are all a little broken. But last time I checked, broken crayons still colour the same.
– Trent Shelton.
Social media of lately has been taken up by many movements and challenges. One such
being the trash challenge seizing young minds. M.G.M. College students weren’t far behind
to accept this challenge too. Keeping one’s environment clean and being responsible is commendable but having a healthy body and mind is equally important.Mental health as a subject
is seldom spoken about. Mental illness is often considered as a stigma and hence people are
often reluctant to even get it treated.Mental health encompasses of one’s emotional, psychological and social well-being. According to a study conducted by NCMH(National Care Of Mental
Health), not less than 6.5 % of Indians suffer from some form of serious mental disorder. The
World Health Organization (WHO) defines mental health as, ‘a state of well-being in which the
individual realizes his or her own abilities, can cope with the normal stresses of life, can work
productively and fruitfully and is able to make a contribution to his or her community’ . Mental
health just cannot be characterized as the absence of mental disorder. How well, an individual
regulates to their environment, interacts with the members in the society, emotionally responds
to situations can be well-thought-out as crucialfactors of mental health.
All days are not alike and so would not be one’s emotive well-being but identifying early
signs and symptoms of mental illness can help in timelyconduct, curb andavoid major psychological disorders. Some symptoms of mental illness include withdrawal from accomplishments,
alterations in appetite and sleep, intense mood changes; difficulty in carrying out usual tasks,
nervousness, irrational thinking, increased sensitivity etc.While mental illness is not a choice yet
certain definite ways can be adopted to be mentally fit. Some methods are remaining physically
active, eating right, choosing to be enclosed by good people, talking to someone close, valuing
oneself, avoiding stimulants like alcohol, drugs, meditation, yoga, seeking help etc. Mental illness
stigma and unawareness are both difficult to combat with. It is here that the #MENTAL HEALTH
CHALLENGE# is aptly applicable. According to the report of the National Mental Health Survey
(NMHS) “Every sixth Indian needs mental health help” . Though some symptoms of mental illness are common nevertheless individuals would not react similarly in a given situation. Few
initiatives like availability and support for the ones who need help, avoid having judgemental and
discriminative views, giving a listening ear, providing emotional sustenance could possibly render some help. Thus, the mission of cultivating good mental health as well as being available for
someone who is battling mental illness is equally important.The challenge lies to eradicate stereotyped perception however creating awareness can make a major change in the observance
of the people. While accepting many challenges boasting one’s will power, lets silently accept
the #MENTAL HEALTH CHALLENGE# in support.
Mrs. Nimmi Varghese
Asst. Professor
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One day visit to special school
“There is no greater disability in society than the inability to see a person as more.”
Robert. M. Hensel.
The education department of MGM College, Dimapur, on 27/9/2019 organized a day spent well
trip with the differently-abled students of “Special Class”, Christian Higher Secondary School, Dimapur.
Twenty-two students from 5th semester Education General, eleven from 1st and 3rd semester education
honors participated along with two faculties. Established in the year 2017, the special school embraces
children with varied mental disabilities. Children-friendly, play-way and Montessori Method of teaching
is adopted. The key objective is to help students to discover their true self and abilities, craft them feel
loved, and bestow them a opportunity for exposure like every other child. The trip enabled the college students to awaken their emotive mind. The students interacted with the differently abled children by helping
them with colouring, singing songs, dancing and playing games. The unusual and fulfilling opportunity of
sharing snacks arranged by the college management made the occasion even more special. Special tutor
Ms. Moarenla, enlightened the students pertaining to different mental disabilities and the problems faced
by special children, parents, family, and the teachers. College faculties, Ms. Yanchopeni & Mrs.Nimmi
Varghese facilitated the students to comprehend the need to be perceptive towards special children and
reminded to contribute back to the society once they are independent in life.
Mrs.Nimmi Varghese
Asst.Professor
Department of Education.

Department of political science
DEPARTMENTAL REPORT (2018-19)
Political science as a field of study focuses not only on state and government but also on inculcating a spirit of reasoning and liberalization of one’s outlook. The department of Political Science at
M.G.M College therefore aims at imparting quality education with a focus on academic excellence
accompanied by development of rational thinking and a proper understanding of the subject matter
of politics.
The department of Political Science offers both honors and general courses for all semesters.
At present, the department has two faculty members and 37 students pursuing a bachelors degree
with honors in political science. There are also 57 students who have selected political science as
an optional paper.
Miss Meyilemla
Assistant Professor
Dept. Pol. Science
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“THINK POSITIVE STUDY BETTER “

T

he first condition to study well is the intense
desire to study. Hard work invariably follows.
Where there is a will, there is a way. Be honest and sincere to your studies. Believe in yourself. Have faith in your abilities. If you don’t trust
yourself, who else can trust you? Never think or
say that you cannot do this or study that. Nothing
is impossible.
Many things have been achieved by positive
thinking and autosuggestion. Practice self-control
and say ‘NO’ to unwanted thoughts. Try to recollect pleasant experiences. Take part in all examinations and learn to face occasional failures.
Develop inspirational dissatisfaction. Every failure has the seed of another success in it. There is
joy in hard work.
Resist temptation and defy distractions.
Temptation always comes in through a door that
has deliberately been left open. The woods may
be lovely, dark and deep, but you have promises
to keep and miles to go before you sleep. The
man who wins is the man who thinks he can.
Be bold, energetic and enthusiastic but not over
anxious. Have courage and confidence. Genius
is 1% inspiration and 99% perspiration. Nothing
great was ever achieved without sweat, toil and
tears. Great heights were achieved not by a sudden flight. They were toiling in the nights, while
their friends were sleeping or watching T.V. Suc-

cess travels silently.
Practice positive mental attitude. You are the
most important living person! Positive mental
attitude means faith, hope, optimism, courage,
initiative, hard work, generosity and tolerance.
Realise the untapped potential of man’s own will.
The subconscious mind is much powerful than
the conscious mind, though not under our direct
control.
We waste a lot of time worrying about the
past and the future. We forgot to live in the present moments. The past is no more. We cannot
undo it. So forget it. The future is yet to come.
Do not worry in advance about it. The future is
made up of many units of the present. So concentrate on the present and work hard. The present will take care of the future.
Jealousy is poison. It is a green-eyed monster. It comes from irrational comparisons. Where
there is hard work and confidence, there is no
place for jealousy. The feeling is limited to be
known and more or less for equal persons. There
lies the answer! You can match them if you really
want to.
Make use of the power of prayer. Know and
experience the power of prayer. God is always
good who does not want to see you fail. He
won’t make you feel ashamed. But God helps
those who helps themselves. Pray for the will and
mood to work hard.

Departmental Report 2018-19 (History):
Every beginning has a beginning  and its is gratifying to know that the study of history has undergone considerable changes in the recent years. The scope of history has become so comprehensive
that no activity of human being is left untouched. Accordingly, with a hope of making the students well
acquired with an extensive knowledge, the Department of History has paid greater attention in covering
various aspects of history and more emphasis is given on systematic and exhaustive coverage of the syllabus under Nagaland University.
The Department of history in M.G.M. College at present offers only general course with two faculty members. However, it is earnestly hoped that inclusion of honours course in the future will prove
much greater utility to the students.
Mrs. Manju Mathew & Mr. Fuchumo Yanthan
Assistant Professors (History)
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EXISTENCE OF EDUCATED UNEMPLOYMENT IN NAGALAND
Dr. Kavika K Yepthomi; Idimchu Pame;
Hatpha; Meningwangbo; Amar; Pithunglo; Naina
Sharma and Renu Kumar Yadav, Department of
Economics, M.G.M College.
Abstract
The aim of this paper is to explain the
importance, causes and consequences of youth
unemployment in Nagaland and policies to fight
it. Since youth unemployment has impact on both
today and future economies, it is of a priority to
focus on youth unemployment.
INTRODUCTION
Employment has always been regarded
as one of the most important social issues. The
fundamental reason that makes it so important
is that it does not only affect the economic
development of society, but also the stability
of the society. Employment determines how a
society is like, how it is going to develop. It also
affects how individuals define themselves. Most
of the countries are suffering from the slower
than projected economic recovery and rise in
unemployment.
The fast growing menace of unemployment
in general and educated unemployment in
particular may be due to the faulty development
strategy adopted by the country. The present
education couldn’t produce the manpower as
required for the changing economy.
I.	DEFINITION OF UNEMPLOYMENT
• According to the International Labour
Organization, unemployment occurs when people
are without jobs and they have actively looked for
work within the past four weeks.
• Rudolf Gyan D. Mellow defined
unemployment as a condition in which an
individual is not in a state of remunerative
occupation despite his desire to do so.
• The Eight International Conference in
Labour Statistics held at Geneva in 1954 defined
unemployment as, “a person in unemployment
is a person above a specific age who is without a

job and seeking work for pay or profit.”
II. TYPES OF UNEMPLOYMENT BASED
ON AREAS
• Rural Unemployment – this kind of
unemployment prevails in rural areas, and such
kind is found in agricultural economy like India.
• Urban Unemployment – This type of
unemployment is found in urban areas like town
and cities. It can be two type:
 Industrial Unemployment – this refers to
unemployment amongst workers in industries
and factories in urban areas.
 Educated unemployment – It means
joblessness amongst the graduates, post
graduates, doctors, engineers etc. However
this type of unemployment does not exist in
countries worldwide. This are specific type of
unemployment that exist only in few countries
which under developed or developing countries.
III.
PRESENT
STATUS
OF
UNEMPLOYMENT IN NAGALAND
Nagaland has a work participation rate of
49.24% which translates to about 9.74 lakhs
workers against a population of 19.78 lakhs as
per 2011 population census. These works are
spread across the various sectors. During the 5th
employment and unemployment and survey, the
unemployment rate of Nagaland was at 8.5%
which is higher than the all India average of 5%.
The survey report stated that from a total
of 66,604 in August 2014 unemployed youth
remaining in the register of Employment Exchange
of Nagaland in December 2016 it has increased
to 68,504 indicating a rise by 2.85%. According
to the survey as on 31st December 2013 there
were 22,427 educated unemployed female and
41,306 male.
IV.	DATA
METHODOLOGY
AND
OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY
This study has been conducted as a
part of the semester curriculum for B.A 4th
semester students; they did a project work in
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randomly selected districts of Nagaland. Proper
questionnaire was structured for this research and
the sample size was 20 out of which 40% belong
to Dimapur district, 20% belong to Wokha district,
20% belong to Peren district and the remaining
20% belong to Zunheboto district. The objectives
of the study have been analysed using simple
frequency, averages and percentages. Out of the
total 20 respondents, majority was male i.e., 80%
and the remaining 20% were female and 60% of
the respondents were within the age group of 25
to 30 years. Following were the objectives of the
study:
• To examine the social background of the
educated unemployed youth,
• To determine the employment aspirations
and expectations of the educated youth,
• To highlight the problems faced by the
educated unemployed youth and the social
consequences of youth unemployment.
V.
MAJOR
FINDINGS
AND
SUGGESTIONS
The study showed that most of the
respondents were graduates and post graduates
(i.e., 40% each) and majority had completed
their studies five years back revealing the fact
that many qualified and educated young people
remain unemployed in Nagaland. To look at the
employment aspirations and expectations of the
educated youth the following factors were used as
shown in table below.
TABLE – 1
Sl. No. Factors/ Determinants
Yes
No
1. Personal
satisfaction
on
educational
qualification
60% 40%
2. Applied for jobs in all the different sectors
100%
3. Job preference for government sector 80%
20%
4. Job preference for private sector
100%
5. Job preference for self employment
20%6. Agree to do manual job as well 100% -

This table clearly shows that majority
of the educated unemployed youths are satisfied
with their qualification and eagerly waiting for an
opportunity, 100% of the respondents have been
applying for different jobs in all the different sectors,
but majority had preference for government job
with 80%, 20% of the respondents prefer self
employment and none are willing to work under
private sector. The reason could be the less salary
given to the employees working in private sectors.
However all the respondents were ready to do
manual job as well to earn their livelihood.
Thus from the study the following
suggestions can be given to tackle with the
problem of unemployment:
• Small and cottage industries must be
established at a wider range so that people can
get employment at low capital investment.
• In order to increase the employment
opportunities, household savings must be
encouraged so that more capital formation
may be done and investment increases.
• Skill trainings should be emphasized to
increase the working efficiency of the
unemployed youths.
References:
• Agarwal, A.K; Economic Problems and
Planning in North East India; New Delhi,
Sterling Publishers Private Ltd. 1987.
• Bairoch, Paul; Urban Unemployment in
Developing Countries; International Labour
Organisations, 1973.
• Government of Nagaland, Directorate of
Information and Public Relations, Basic Facts;
Nagaland (2008).
• Government of Nagaland, Directorate of
Economics and Statistics, Statistical Handbook
of Nagaland (2008).
Dr. Kavika K Yepthomi &
Miss. Enanylou
Assistant Professors
Economics
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Library networking

L

ibrary network is the interconnection of a
group of libraries where sharing of resources
(databases, print books, eBooks, print journals,
eJournals, videos, newspapers, etc) takes place
with a motive to fulfill the requirements of the
users.
With the exponential growth
of information in the field of knowledge, heavy
demand of information and the need for latest
information has become an impossible task of
a single library. A single library cannot meet all
these challenges with its own resources. This is
where networking plays an important role. Library networking also improves other areas like
cataloguing process, database creation and staff
development. It also reduces the financial burden
in purchasing of documents. Recourses can be
shared manually or online.
Some of the library networks in India are:
•
INFLIBNET ( Information and Library
Network)
Established in 1991 with the objective of establishing a communication between the libraries
and information centers universities, colleges,
UGC information centers, institutes of national
importance etc. It is a program of UGC. It is located in Gandhinagar, Gujarat.

•
DELNET ( Developing Library Network)
Established in 1988. It has members of about
200 libraries in which 117 libraries are of Delhi,
72 of other states and 6 foreign libraries. Its main
aim is to share resources in the form of network
among all the libraries in the metropolitan area
of Delhi.
•
ERNET (Education and Research Network)
Established in 1986. Its objective is to setup nationwide network for academic and research
community of the country, training program to
generate efficient manpower needed by users in
the field.
•
NICNET (National Information Centre
Network)
Primarily set up to link up various departments
of the government for decision optimization. I.e.
to use new technologies of computer networking.
Its objective is to design, develop and implement
advanced computer based management techniques.
Libraries (academic, public, special)
exist because of the users. Therefore it is the responsibility of the library staffs to make sure that
the users get the right information at the right
time.

DETAILS OF THE NUMBER OF DOCUMENTS IN THE LIBRARY
• Total no of documents-  
• Total number of textbooks• Number of titlesTextbooks (titles)
• Education:
• Economics:
• Political Science• English:
• Sociology:
• History:

2050
1600
660
260
40
55
70
60
80

• Philosophy:
• Environmental Studies:
• Psychologies:
DOCUMENTS (titles)
• Dictionaries:
• Encyclopaedias:
• CDs:
• Magazines:
• Journals:
• Newspapers:

20
30
45
27
9
180
18
6
3

Miss Kikainla Yaden
Librarian
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Student’s Corner

Gifts in you

You’re gifted
Pick up the opportunity like a wind
Your gifts are always behind you
Don’t make it a waste
But used it.
Every gifts comes from the father
So don’t try to run away.
Discovered it….!
Make use of the gift, given to you.
You’re the story of gifts.
Make life wonderful
Filled with gifts.
Make the world happy
With the gifts you got.
And be blessed.
Mhonroni
B.A. 2nd Semester
Dept. of Education

Will You be Mine?
Days are nothing without you..
Its like a short breathe we take
Seasons changes soon without you
Every single thing reminds me of our
Past few days.
As time changes, more love begins to grow.
Longing for the day when I’ll see you
And spend quality time with you.
Hoping the best of best from you.
To understand every feelings of mine.
Hoping you, feel the same like I do;
Wandering, wondering, lost in the world of broken
hearts.
Questioning myself “will you be mine forever?”
Peter Konyak
B.A. 2nd Semester

The Tree
The Tree
It is not just a tree
It is a magical one
Who meets all man’s needs
The provider of daily breath for everyone in it.
The Tree
It is not just a tree
It is a part of a man’s family
Who act as one’s own parents
Who always watch over us.
And protects us from natural calamaties.
The tree
It is not just a tree
It always bows before us
Just to give us shade.
Act as a filter device
And absorbs all the polluted air
And gives us fresh air.
The tree
It is not just a tree
But also the provider of beautiful fruits and flowers
Of whom there are many lovers
For man shall not put an axe and saw,
before the tree.
Akung
B.A. 1st Semester
Dept. of Pol. Science.
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Importance of Self Love
Self love is loving oneself or appreciate one’s own happiness for our advantage. Self
love plays a crucial part in each and every individual’s life since as human beings we tend to
corrupt our minds and emotions by comparing with other fellow comparing with other fellow
companies.
So, to begin with, in order to avoid such conflicts and affairs in one’s life, we need to
know about our own barriers and also the qualities, abilities that one posses. In the process of
doing so, we can start learning to appreciate one’s merits which will serve as a positive setback
in one’s life. And such positive things can be achieved when we start loving oneself, because
loving and appreciating oneself is the most important gift ever. Self love is one’s individual
secret and unique weapon to live a fulfilling life as one’s inner world creates the outer world.
Forever, before we receive love and respect from others we need to love and respect oneself.
By loving yourself you can motivate yourself to make healthy choices in life. Moreover
an individual should figure out what they are good at and what they are not instead of harming
themselves trying to get ride of their weakness. Everyone should know that not a single individual is perfect at everything and should improve our strength. Loving oneself becomes difficult when we are around negative people, in order to fully love and open up to oneself we must
avoid those people who discourages us and try to pin us down. By loving oneself it enables us
to view our fellow humans with less judgement because we know that every individual deserves
the same kindness, compassion and love that we experience. Self love is the sole foundation
that enables us to be assertive. Set boundaries, create healthy relationship with others pursue our
interest and goals and make us feel proud of who we are.
Christine Murry
B.A. 2nd Semester
English Dept.

“GREED OF MONEY”
It was a cold winter night, a man named Sam was returning home from his work.
While coming home, he saw an old couple on the roadside, shivering with cold. The man
stopped his car and went near them, then he asked the old couple, why they were loitering
outside so late at night? The old man replied that their children abandoned them as they became old and useless and earn no more. Sam understood that the man’s children left them
to die just for greed of money; they wanted to take over all their properties. Sam was a very
kind person who generously took the old couple home with him and introduced them to his
other family members. Sam had lost his parents at a very young age, after meeting the old
couple he was blessed to have them as his own parents.
Alila Sangtam
Ba 2nd Sem
Dept. of English
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Gandhiji’s view on Rural Development
(An Award Winning Essay on Gandhi Jayanti conducted by the Education Department)

Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi also known as Mahatma Gandhi was born on 2nd October

1869,Porbandar,India and died on 30th January 1948,Delhi.He died at the age of 78. He was a sup-

porter of non-violence. He was a lawyer. He became the leader of the Nationalist Movement against
the British rule of India. He led the Dandi March or the salt March as a direct action campaign of tax

resistance and nonviolent protest against the British salt monopoly. On 8 August 1942 at the All-

India Congress Committee session in Bombay, Gandhi launched the ‘Quit India’ movement. He was a

simple man who always wore a Dhoti. He was a man with dignity, who always helped the poor and
the needy people.

India is a country where 48% are villages. Gandhiji was of the view that in order to develop

the country, firstly the rural areas should be developed. Rural areas are considered as the core of the
country and all the individual belongs to one or the other village. Gandhiji stressed on establishment

of industries such as cottage industries and other factories so that there will be employment opportunities for the villagers. People mostly do not pay as much attention to rural areas as per given
to urban areas, hence it leads to poor facilities, unavailability of opportunities etc. So, he was of the
opinion that more emphasis should be given towards the overall development of rural areas and also

on sensitizing the villagers. He even viewed that changes were slowly taking place. He wanted the

villagers to get hold of the schemes and benefits introduced by the government . Education on the

other hand was a setback in the rural areas as there were not much schools and other educational
centres. Some of the other problems were poor medical facilities, banks, industries, road condition,
unemployment. Most of the villagers were uneducated hence, they thought education was not very

important. Gandhiji was also of the opinion that vocational training or skill were very necessary and
helpful as it will enable the people to earn their livelihood, be independent and free. He also saw

that people travelled long distances in search of jobs and also because there were no hospitals. Decentralization of power that is, power and authority should be vested upon the Village Panchayats

as they were much aware of the problems faced by the villagers. It is found that political authority
plays a major role in the development of the village, city and the country.

Therefore, we can sum up by saying that rural development requires the overall develop-

ment of all the sectors, be it educational sector, medical sector, industrial sector and so on. Above all,
it is the mindset of the people as to how they give importance to development. Only when the rural
areas develop can the country flourish.
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Art by: Hikato Aomi
BA 3rd Semester

Art by : Wepezo
BA 1st Semester
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College in News

During the first Asia Pacific convocation ceremony of UNUGP held at Kolkata Science City
auditorium Fr. Shibu Varghese was conferred Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) degree -Specialization in
Peace Education by His Eminence Rev. Dr. Madhu Krishan, Rector and Chairman of the University.

MGMHSS felicitates Rev.Fr. Dr. Joshi Varghese
(DEO) and Rev.Fr.Dr. Shibu Varghese for their
achievements in Higher Studies (Ph.D).

MGMHSS Felicitated Fr. Dr. Joshi Varghese & Fr.Dr.P.S.Varghese
Dimapur : The staff and faculty members of
MGMHSS felicitated Rev. Fr.Dr.Joshi Varghese,
former Principal of MGM Dimapur and present
Diocesan Education Officer of MGM group of
institutions along with Fr Dr. Shibu Varghese,

present principal of MGMHSS & MGM College
for their academic achievements on 26th September in the morning assembly.
Fr. Dr. Joshi Varghese was recently conferred with PhD from MATS university, Raipur
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in the faculty of education for his thesis “A
competitive study of the effectiveness of smart
class and traditional class in terms of Academic Achievements, learning styles and scientific
attitude of students.
Rev. Fr. Dr. Shibu Varghese, the present
Principal of MGMHSS and MGM College was
recently achieved two awards namely “The
Golden Award of Human Excellence” by Academy of Universal Global peace (AGUP-USA) and
“World peace excellence award-2018” by World

Achievers foundation, Kolkata, held at Science
City Auditorium on 22nd of September 2018.
He was also conferred with PhD, Specialization
in Peace Studies by United Nations University
for Global Peace accredited by U. N.
The felicitation program was chaired by Mr.
Renji Thomas, Staff Secretary of MGMHSS.
The achievers were welcomed with brief introduction and presentation of Bouquets by Ms.
Radha and Ms. Rasouvinu. Felicitation address
was delivered by B. Paul, HM of the school.

INTERNATIONAL EDUCATIONAL CONFERENCE
AT BANGKOK, ThAILAND
Bangkok : June
6th: The Indo Global
Multidisciplinary Educational
Conference
(IGMEC2019) was held
at Bangkok, Thailand
from June 1st to 4th. The
conference was hosted
by International Benevolent Research Foundation (IBRF), in association with Confederation
of Indian Universities
(CIU), New Delhi, Commonwealth society for
innovation and research along with Commonwealth
vocational University, Tonga, to provide a global
platform for academicians, researchers, practitioners and policy makers.
From Nagaland Rev. Fr. Dr. Shibu Varghese, Principal of MGM College, Dimapur and
Mrs. Nimmi Varghese, Dept. of Education, MGM
College, participated and presented papers on ‘Ancient Indian Education system and Gandhian pre-

cepts of Holistic education’ and ‘Women’s empowerment in India with Gandhian perspective’. Later
the duo were awarded with Indo Global Education
Excellence Award for their outstanding contributions to education and for their innovative ideas in
Higher secondary and Higher Education.
In the three day multidisciplinary conference more than 30 papers were presented and the
same were published as a Book of Abstracts and
Full papers during the conference.
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LIST OF GOVERNING BODY MEMBERS-2020
S. No.

Full Name

Address

Designation

1)

H.G.Dr. Joseph Mar Dionysius MGOS Church,
S/o. Lt.T.T. Mathai
Midland, Dimapur

President/Director

2)

Fr. George Mathew
S/o. T.V. Mathai

MGOS Church,
Midland, Dimapur

Vice President

3)

Fr.Dr.Shibu Varghese,
S/o Lt. Chacko Abraham

MGMCollege, Midland,
Dimapur MGMHSS

Principal

4)

Fr. Dr.Joshi Varghese,
S/o. T.J. Varghese

Midland, Dimapur

DEO

5)

Mr. Aji Sam,
S/o. Lt. C.K. Samuel

C/o. Dimapur Diesels,
Dimapur,

Member

6)

Mr. Reji Kuriakose,
S/o. Kuriakose

Principal, St. Savio High
School, Chumukhedima

Member

7)

Mr. K.C.Mathew,
S/o. K.C.Chacko

Visa Apartment, Dimapur,
Nagaland

Treasurer

8)

Mr. K.C. Thomas
S/o. K.C. Chacko

Anand Cottage,
Midland, Dimapur

Member

9)

Mr.Thomas John,
S/O Lt.Mathew John

HiTech Construction Burma
Camp, Dimapur

Member

10)

Dr.Manoj Prabhakar,
S/O Mr.Elangovan

D.C Court junction,
Dimapur

Nominated Member

11)

Fr.Dr.C.P.Anto,
S/O Lt.Mr.C.T.Poulo

Bishop House,
Dimapur.

Nominated Member

12)

Mrs.Khrinuo Longkumar,
D/O Lt.Mr.M.O.Mathew

Lecturer, DGC.

Nominated Member

13)

Mrs.Manju Mathew,
W/O Mr.K.C.Mathew

Asst. Teacher MGMHSS

Nominated Member

14)

Fr.Dr.Sabu Jose,
S/O Lt.Mr.Joseph Thomas

Principal, Bosco College of
College Education.

Nominated Member

15)

Mr. Anoop Cherian,
S/o M.T. Andrews

H.N-19,NHC,
Midland Dimapur

Accountant

16)

Dr.T.Gohain

Dept.of Agronomy, SASRD

University
Representative
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Lighten to Light
Let us lighten to light
For there is nothing better than light
Here, we stand together in unity.
Brothers and sisters of MGM College
For the foundation of our land
Let us rise up high
For it is a brand new day
To rebuild what you truly want
Here, we hail the Gregorian’s family
Let us lighten to light
With courage high and hearts aflame
To light, the face of our bravest youth
We’ll stand together in spirit
For a better and a brighter world
Let us rise with faith
For our hearts and aims are one
To lead a life of honesty.
For, here we hail the Gregorian’s family.
Composed by:
Pithunglo Ngullie and Limatula Aier

Art by: Shangsibi, B.A. 2nd Semester
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